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"Loveroot" offers a bawdy look at feminist author
may be seen by this trite metaphor: "In a

rotting forest, we are lumberjacks raising
our double axes. . She has picked a

wonderfully promising subject but has let
us down.

Hungry
The third section of the book is

"Hungering." The 'frustration of being a

poet unable to write poetry is apparent in
this section.

It includes poems such as "Insomnia &

Poetry," whose title reflects the dullness to
follow. "Unblocked," which compares the
writer overcoming her inability to produce

By Bill Roberta

Erica Jong, the author of the best selling
novel Fear of Flying, has a new book of

poetry, Loveroot (Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1975). The poet is likable, the

poems are not.

Loveroot leaves the reader with an

impression of its witty, honest, fiminist

writer. Squeamish readers are warned that
she can be bawdy. "The crotch will be the
trellis for the vine" of her poetry, she
declares.

But she has a healthy attitude, and
though her celebrity seems based on her
dealings with sex, she does not exploit the
subject.

I think if I knew her, I would like her. 1

picture her as, a frenzied poet holed up in a

cheap apartment, wishing and writing.

Hays rote
But although she plays the poet role

well, her poems are not well written. Her
metaphors only work so far, and then what
may have seemed like a fresh idea turns out
to be a clumsy, poorly thought out
connection.

Jong's lines are unrhymed and their .

lengths vary, but convenience, not
freedom, is her purpose. The lines don't
have the rhythms of common speech,
merely common rhythms.

Her reliance on earthy terms seems to
keep sentimentality out, but there is often
sentimental thinking behind the poems.

The book is divided into three sections.
The first is "Mash Notes to the Dead &
Letters to the living." "Testament (Or,
Homage to Walt Whitman)" is the lead
poem in this section, and the best. Her
poetry owes Whitman a great deal, both in

style and pose, and I suspect he is Jong's
favorite poet.

After Keats
"Dear Keats" is the last poem of the

first section and is packed with quotes
from his writings. It looks as if Jong read
all of Keat's letters and poems in one

sitting and then, in a rapture, wrote a poem
of her dazzled impressions.

Her appreciation for Keats is conveyed,
but only a master like Keats could

poetically handle the feelings his

temperament aroused.- - Jong is no such
master, and her poem is embarassing.

The second section of Loveroot is "In
the Penile Colony." It deals with liberation
from the machismo mystique. Male readers
should not be put off by this.

For one thing, both sexes would profit
by such a liberation. For another, the
extent of Jong's threat to male chauvinists

witn constipation iouowea oy aiarrnea, is a
curiously honest poem.

Loveroofs author is a likable person
and the reader can come to know her. This
is no small achievement. But good poetry is
a larger achievement, and this book just
doesn't make it.
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An organizational
meeting for plant and
animal ecology,
climatology, soil science and
physiology undergraduate
and graduate students to
apply for a National Science
Foundation research grant is,
scheduled for Thursday at
7:30 pjn. in Oldfather Hall,
room 413.

The Kernels, Corn Cobs
and Tassels will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
Nebraska Union Ballroom.

A seminar for students
receiving financial aid will
be held today and Thursday
in the Nebraska Union
Small Auditorium from
2:30 to 4 p.m. The Office
of Scholarships and
Financial Aids is sponsoring
the seminar to answer

questions and explain
instructions.

Accounting Club will
meet today at 3:45 pjn. in
the Nebraska Union. The

meeting will cover
curriculum and the
interview process.

A Folk n Roll concert is
scheduled for 7:30 pjn. in
the Nebraska Union
Thursday.
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ASUN standing

committees will meet today
at 9 p.m. in the Union.
Anyone interested is
welcome. For information,
call 472-258- 1.

The . ASUN Book
Exchange will dose today at
5 p.m. Students wishing to
pick up books may do so
TwtA., -- J l?J A... t1.
p.m. in the Union
North-Sout- h Conference
Rooms.
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The Hewlett-Packar- d

HP-2- 5 Scientific Programmable
$195.00

The Hewlett-Packar- d

KP-2- 1 Scientific
$125.00

The calculations you face require no less:
, Both the HP-2- 1 and HP-2- 5 are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not,
call us, toll-fre- e, at 800-538-79- (in Calif.

for the name of an HP dealer

It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose

between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our HP-2- 5 does all that and much, much

more. It's programmable, which means it can
solve automatically the tounilcsi repetitive
problems every science and engineering student
faces.

With an HP-2- 5, you enter the keystrokes

necessary to solve the problem only once.

Thereafter, you just enter the variables and

press the RunStop key for an almost instant

answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by all

means do two things: ask your instructors
about the calculations their courses require; and

see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators

handle them. .

HEWLETT hpl PACKARD

Sales and service from 173 offices In 65 countries.

Dept. 65SB, 19310 Prunerlilge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95QU

Today, even "non-technica- l" courses

(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a vari-

ety of technical calculations complicated cal-

culations that become a whole lot easier when

you have a powerful pocket calculator.

Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such

calculators around, but ours stand apart, and

ahead. We started it all when we ntroduced the

world's first scientific pocket calculator back in

1971, and we've shown the way ever since.

The calculators you see here are our newest,

the first of our second generation. Both offer you

technology you probably won't find in compet-

itive calculators for some time to come, if ever .

Our HP-2- 1 performs all arithmetic, log and

trig calculations, including rectangularpoiar
conversions and common antilog evaluations.
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'Suffrtied retail price, excluding applicable Matt and local taxes
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